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DECT 6.0 sound technology means that your frequency is reserved only for voice communication, without the possibility of interference from other wireless devices. The most frequently asked questions about wireless headsets will the wireless headset sound as good as my phone receiver? No one should be able to say that you are on a headset. It should sound as clear and clear
as the call made on your phone receiver, just much more convenient! Is it easy to connect yourself, even if I'm not inclined technologically? It only takes a few minutes to connect and you can certainly do it without being a techie. If you have any problems, we are here to check on you through this process. Will the volume be reliable enough for me on a wireless headset? Yes, you'll
have separate master settings for both incoming (speakers) and outgoing (microphone) on the charging base, as well as fine tuning for incoming volume on the earpiece, so you can adjust while roaming. There is also a mute button on the earpiece. I'm used to the wired headset. How will wireless communication differ? The main difference is that you are no longer tied to your
desk, so you can grab a fax machine, go to the printer, check the stock on the shelf, etc., all the time on call. The main thing that you have to get used to is not to forget to install the headset on the charging at the end of the day to charge it the next day. What is the battery life? The battery usually lasts from 1 1/2 to 3 years, depending on how much you use the headset. If you find
that you are getting a beep in your earpiece earlier and earlier in the day, this is a sign that you want to order a new battery. Will the wireless headset work on a multi-level phone? Yes, it will work a one- or multi-date wired desktop phone. Most office phones are programmed to automatically select a line, so that when your phone rings, you'll automatically receive a ringing call, no
matter what line it goes on. (If you want to be able to respond remotely from the headset, you will need a HL10 automatic phone lift or an electronic EHS cable hook, depending on your phone.) Can I put a call on hold or switch lines from the headset while away from my desk? Unfortunately, there are no wireless headsets that have a retention button, a transmission button or a
string button. Since it's just a headset rather than a phone, you'll have to go back to your desk to press the necessary buttons on your phone to perform these functions. Setting up and installing: Setting up couldn't be easier. If your phone has a special modular (square) RJ9 headset port, plug the charging base into this port and you're ready to start enjoying the increased
performance and no neck pain! Even if your phone doesn't have a RJ9 headset port, you still use CS540. Simply disconnect the phone's receiver from your phone and connect the base in its place. You will either lift and lower the phone and turn off the hook manually for each of them or get an extra HL10 automatic phone lift to do it for you. Some phones may use a new EHS
electronic cable instead of a lift. Please call us for free if you have questions. Compatibility: If you have a wired desktop phone with either a dedicated modular (RJ9) port headset or a standard phone receiver (which also connects to your phone with a small modular RJ9 plugin), you can use this headset. Single-layer or multi-layered phones will work with a wireless headset.
Compatibility questions? Just call us for free! Return policy and warranty coverage: There's never a risk to give a product a try on the founders of Telecom. We offer a 60-day cash protection guarantee on all produts Plantronics, and this item is covered by a 1 year factory warranty for free replacement if something has to go wrong with your device. (Also for wireless headsets
CS510, CS520, CS530 and XD) The next guide will show step by step how to customize, install and start using the new Plantronics CS540 wireless headset. Please allow 60-90 minutes to charge the CS540 headset followed by 5-10 minutes to complete the installation. Once the installation is complete and you have tested the device, allow 3 hours to fully charge the battery
before the first full day of use. Last updated - June 2016 preview Of What's Ahead: What's in the Plantronics CS540 box. Plantronics CS500 Training Video (5 minutes) Step 1: Charge the CS540 headset for 60-90 minutes. Step 2: Connect the phone interface cable to the database. Step 3: Connect the CS540 to your phone. Step 4: Understanding your CS540 Wireless
Headset.Step 5: Understanding Your CS540 Basic Adjustments. What's in the Plantronics CS540 box: Plantronics CS500 Series Training Video (5 minutes): Step 1: Charge the CS540 headset within 20 minutes. Take the AC power adapter and connect one end to the outlet or power strip. The other end will connect to the back of the CS540 base, as shown in the following picture.
Place the headset in the base. You will feel comfortable pulling when the two magnet pull ensuring a perfect fit. Charging LED will flash green when charging and turn solid green when fully charged. 60-90 minutes of charge will be enough to complete the installation and installation. A fully charged headset will require 3-hour charging. Flashing green - Charging Solid Green - Fully
charged Step 2: Connect the phone's cable interface to the base. Find the phone interface cable. It will have a plastic modular cork at each end and a black connector in the middle of the cable. Take a large modular fork and insert it into the base that shows the image of the phone. (If you use the Hookswitch (EHS) electronic cable, you can skip this and go to Step 3: Option D)
Step 3: Connect the CS540 to your phone. You have four customization options to connect the CS540 to your work phone. This color is coded so it's easy to follow your option/color. Option A) Installing the CS540 in a standard desktop phone phone the headset port. Option B) Install the CS540 in a standard desktop phone with a headset port. Option C) Install the CS540 with the
HL10 phone lift for remote response and hang. (Sold separately) Option D) Install the CS540 with an electronic hook-switch (EHS) cable for remote response and hang. (Sold separately) Option A: CS540 Without a port headset on your phone. A-1) Disconnect the phone from the side of the phone. A-2) Connect a small modular cable adapter of the phone's interface to the phone's
phone port. A-3) Connect the phone cord to the middle of the phone interface cable (black box). You're done! To make a call, click on the side of the CS540 headset to turn on the headset. Link your phone to your phone and place it on the table. Now you need to hear the tone of the set, or on some phones, you also have to click on the available line to get the signal set. Once
completed, place the phone back in the cradle to hang the call and press the button on the side of the CS540 to turn off the headset. In addition, you can leave the headset at all times and just remove the phone to accept the call and replace when finished. NOTE: If you don't have a signal, don't panic. You just need to change the compatibility slide switch to work with your phone.
See Step 5 Compatibility Slide Switch below. Option B: CS540 with a headset port on your phone. B-1) Connect the phone's interface cable to the headset port (usually located at the bottom of the phone). You're done! To make a call, click on the side of the CS540 headset to turn on the headset. Click the available line or phone button or headset button, if any. Now you have to
hear the tone of the set. Once completed, click the line button again, or the headset button to disable the call, and press the button on the CS540 side to turn off the headset. In addition, you can leave the headset at all times and just press the appropriate buttons on your phone to accept the call and replace when finished. NOTE: If you don't have a signal, don't panic. You just
need to change the compatibility slide switch to work with your phone. See Step 5: Compatibility Slide Switch below. Option C: CS540 with HL10 Handset Lifter for Remote Response / Hang-Up C-1) disable the phone from the phone. C-2) Connect a small modular phone interface cable adapter to the phone's phone port. C-3) Connect the phone cord to the middle of the phone
interface cable (black box). C-4) Connect the HL10 cable to the back of the CS540 base. Attach the HL10 Handset Lifter to your phone with 3 adhesive strips on. (NOTE: It's best to do a test run to determine the placement of HL10 before removing the support bands.) You want your HL10 as far back (away from you) as possible for the best results. You're done! To make a call,
button on the side of the CS540 headset. The HL10 lift will lift You dial the tone. Once completed, click on the CS540 side to hang the call. If you have an incoming call, you will hear beeps in your ear indicating the call. If you decide to take the call, click on the CS540 headset to answer the call and click again when you're done to hang the call. If you need to put the call on hold, or
pass the call, walk back to your phone and press the buttons. NOTE: If you don't have a signal, don't panic. You just need to change the compatibility slide switch to work with your phone. See Step 5: Compatibility Slide Switch below. Option D: CS540 with electronic hookswitch cable (EHS) for remote response / Hang-Up D-1) Disable the phone cable interface from the base (from
Step 2) and store for use in the future - don't drop it! In case you change phones in the future, you may need this cable, depending on compatibility. D-2) Connect the Hookswitch (EHS) electronic cable with a large modular clip and stereo plug at the back of the CS540 base. D-3) Connect the other end of your phone's Electronic Hookswitch (EHS) cable to your phone's headset
interface port. NOTE: Numerous EHS cables exist for various phone manufacturers. With many variations, where and how you connect the EHS cable to your phone will vary greatly. Please check out the documentation that has been included in your specific EHS cable for proper installation. NOTE: You may also have to activate the EHS port on your phone to use the 'Plantronics'
headset. You'll find this setup in your phones menu/programming options. Polycom, for example: The menu is a set of the settings of the basic zgt; the preferences of the headset's zgt; the hook switch mode and go from regular to Plantronics you've made! To make a call, click on the side of the CS540 headset. You'll hear the dial signal. Once completed, click on the CS540 side
to hang the call. If you have an incoming call, you will hear beeps in your ear indicating the call. If you decide to take the call, click on the CS540 headset to answer the call and click again when you're done to hang the call. If you need to put the call on hold, or pass the call, walk back to your phone and press the buttons. NOTE: If you don't have a signal, don't panic. You just need
to change the compatibility slide switch to work with your phone. See Step 5: Compatibility Slide Switch below. Step 4: Understanding the CS540 wireless headset. The CS540 wireless headset has two buttons. The first thing to understand is the call control button. This is how you turn on and off the headset. It's also a button to press if you're using a HL10 Handset Lifter or EHS
Cable to answer/hang-up calls remotely while away from your desk. When the headset is in use, the LED light light will flash The second button (or rocker switch) is located at the back of the headset and controls the volume of the speaker. When pressed up, it raises the volume of the speakers, and pushed down decreases decreases Volume. You have 3 levels, so keep pushing
for an increase or decrease in volume. NOTE: If you find that you are still having trouble hearing the caller, or your caller is too loud and is causing an echo or feedback, you will need to adjust the base volume settings (see step 5 below). Think of it as your base is the main volume adjustment speaker and the headset is a minor volume adjustment speaker. Finding an adjustment-
based that allows your headset to be in the middle position usually works best. This allows you to make a minor adjustment of the speakers from call to call if necessary. The second button (or rocker switch) also acts as a mic disconnect button when you press in. Pressing the button will again disable the mute function, allowing the caller to hear you again. Step 5: Understanding
Your CS540 Basic Adjustments. Your CS540 base has two volume control sets (speaker 1-4 and 1-6 microphone) and one compatibility slide switch (Labeled A-G). The speaker volume set (settings 1-4) is the main adjustment for what you hear. If you need to adjust it, rotate the dial until you feel that the dial is sliding into the next moderate position. Once you find a comfortable
setup, remember from Step 4, you also have a subtle adjustment of the settings on the headset that allows you to do small volume adjustments from call to call. As you know, every call you take is different so having a volume adjustment on the headset makes it easy to adjust as needed. The microphone volume set (settings 1-6) is what controls the volume of the microphone, or
how well your caller hears you. Be sure to call a friend or colleague for your first call and ask how you sound. Once you install this, your voice rarely changes, so you tend to install it during installation and never touch it again. NOTE: If you hear an echo or feedback from the headset, it may be because your microphone volume is set a little louder than it should be. You will always
hear a little of your voice come through a headset speaker that is called a side tone. If you have too much side tone causing an echo, turn off the microphone volume enough so your caller still hears you comfortably, but enough to make the side tone not distract you. The compatibility slide switch (A-G settings) is the true Brains of Plantronics CS540. This adjustment is what sets
up the CS540 to work with hundreds if not thousands of phones currently on the market. Install A is the default option that works with most If you find that you can't hear you subscriber, your caller can't hear you, or it sounds distorted, keep sliding to the next letter until you find a setting that sounds better. Once dialed, you won't need to adjust the compatibility slide switch again if
you don't change phones. Phones. Phones. plantronics c054 headset manual. plantronics c054 headset battery. plantronics c054 headset pairing. plantronics c054 headset not charging. plantronics c054 headset replacement parts. plantronics c054 headset battery replacement. plantronics c054 headset won't charge. plantronics c054 headset not beeping when phone rings
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